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Understandings: 

1. Explain Brønsted–Lowry theory. 

-  

Before… Brønsted Lowry 

Acids and bases were distinguished by 

their taste.  

Acids in particular tasted sour (and still do 

obviously).  

In 1923, Brønsted and Lowry proposed a theory 

that removed the limitation of only being valid 

in (aq). Both were credited! 

Later in 1777, they defined an acid as a 

compound of oxygen and non-metal.  

However, HCl did not fit into that theory 

and hence abandoned.  

They said that: 

Acids – proton donor (mainly H+ but somewhat 

more generalized than Arrhenius).  

Bases – proton acceptor.  

Then the ionic theory was proposed.  

In 1887, Arrhenius (a swede!) said that 

acids form H+ as product and bases form 

OH- as product.  

A very close theory of what we have 

today. BUT THIS WAS ONLY IN AQEOUS 

SOLUTIONS.  

Ex.  

NH3 + H2O = NH4
+ + OH- 

In this case, water is donating a proton, hence 

it is an acid.  

However, it can act both as an acid and base.  

A substance with that property is called to be 

amphoteric.  

Thus a molecule that donates an H+ will be considered as an acid; while a molecule that 

accepts an H+ will be considered as a base.  

Extra notes 

- Note that there are some conditions that have to be met for Brønsted-Lowry theory.  

Acids MUST have H+. Bases MUST have a lone pair to accept the H+.  

However, just keep in mind that another theory called Lewis theory can explain acids and 

bases without these conditions.  
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2. Explain what amphiprotic molecules are and distinguish it between amphoteric 

molecules. 

- “Amphi” means two, thus amphiprotic means molecules that can act as both acids and 

bases regarding Brønsted-Lowry theory.  

Here is an example. 

 

 

 

 

We have seen the requirements that are needed for acids and bases. Thus simply, 

amphiprotic molecules must have both of these properties. They must therefore have H+ 

that they can release and a lone pair that can accept H+.  

However, what is the difference between amphiprotic and amphoteric? Both have to do 

with molecules that can act as both acids and bases. The answer is simple. Amphoteric is a 

broader term for all molecules that acts as acids and bases. Amphiprotic applies only for the 

ability of loss and gain of H+ (protic is for protons), therefore only applies to Brønsted-Lowry 

theory.  

So, amphiprotic is a subset in amphoteric.  
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3. Explain conjugate acid-base pair. 

- Acid-base reactions happen in a dynamic equilibrium. Therefore, when an acid donates an 

H+, it has to somehow accept H+ in the reverse direction. With that in mind, consider the 

following equation.  

HA + B ⇌ A- + BH+ 

In the left hand side, HA is the acid and B is the base.  

Considering the reverse reaction, A- accepts an H+ and therefore a base and BH+ donates an 

H+.  

We call this opposite behavior as conjugate base and acid. A- is conjugate base for HA and 

BH+ is conjugate acid for B.  

Note that these differ by only 1 H+/proton.   

Applications and skills: 

1. Be able to deduce Brønsted–Lowry acid and base in a chemical reaction. 

- Ok 

2. Be able to deduce conjugate acid or conjugate base in a chemical reaction. 

- Ok  

TOK:  

1. Acid and base behavior can be explained using different theories. How are the 

explanations in chemistry different from explanations in other subjects such as history? 


